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Concepts 
What is a fishery? 
What are some 
major fisheries in 
Hawaii and the 
Pacific? How may 
fisheries change 
the Open Ocean? 
 
Standards 
Addressed 
HCPS 5.2 & 5.3 
 
Duration 
Prep: 2 hours 
Activity: 2 periods 
(50 minutes each) 
 
Source Material  
PRISM & MARE 
 
Vocabulary 
Fishery 
Commercial 
Recreational 
Subsistence 
Sonar 
Sustainable 
Habitat 
 

Lesson 5: Fisheries in the Open Ocean 
 
Summary 
Students are introduced to what a fishery is and what types there are. 
Students will learn about fisheries in Hawaii and the issues facing our 
oceans through a PowerPoint presentation.  They will then learn 
about two exceptional people, Ken Norris and Sam LaBudde as well 
as be introduced to the final project. 
 
Objectives 

1. Define what a fishery is. 
2. Describe some of the major fisheries in Hawaii and the 

Pacific. 
3. Illustrate how these fisheries influence the open ocean 

environment.  
4. Introduce the final project. 

 
Materials 
Fishery Presentation                                                Webquest                      
PowerPoint worksheet      (questgarden.com/45/79/3/070129002849)                                         
Fishery Information Cards                         Norris and LaBudde Story    
Fishery Card Worksheet                                   Science Letter Update                              
(some of these materials are found in the final project section)                          
                              
Making Connections 
This session is meant to introduce the students to the major open 
ocean fisheries of Hawaii, which is a common thread throughout the 
unit.  The session also builds the concept of foodwebs and inter-
relationships, which are the basis of ecology and a keystone of 
fishery management.  Commercial fisheries typically fit into the top 
of foodwebs because we fish for the top predators first in most 
systems.  However, as many oceanic predators are heavily fished; 
other fisheries may begin to exploit smaller organisms in a foodweb.  
This practice is called fishing down the foodweb and is best 
illustrated by the whale fishery of the early 1900s.  This fishery 
decimated the large species of whales that fed primarily on krill.  The 
krill population subsequently increased in size and was then exploited 
by a newly formed fishery in Japan. This example also demonstrates 
how fisheries may alter foodwebs by not only reducing the 
population of a target species but decreasing predation for other 
species.    
 

 

Open Ocean 
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Background 
Marine fisheries provide one of the most important food sources for human consumption.   The 
annual world consumption of seafood is over 90 million tons and grows every year!  This weighs 
more than 2000 average sized cruise ships.  We derive much more then food from our ocean.  
Medicines, fuel, beauty products, animal feed, pets, and many more products are made using 
organisms from the sea.  There are many different types of fisheries from large to small and for 
subsistence (just to survive) or for recreation.  Many commercial fisheries (for profit fishing) 
have overexploited their resource and may be on the brink of disaster.  A recent study stated that 
90% of large ocean fish may already be gone.  While this information may be an overestimation, 
there is no doubt that our large commercial fisheries are taking out more organisms that the 
ocean is able to produce.  What are we going to do to stop this trend? This lesson will outline 
some basic fishery information through a power point presentation.   
   
Preparation 
1st Period: 

1. Print a fishery presentation worksheet for each student. These worksheets have 5 
questions to be answered during the presentation and 5 questions to be answered for 
homework.  There is a teacher’s guide for the worksheet that you may want to print as 
well.     

2. Test the PowerPoint on your computer and classroom set-up.  The movie on slide # 12 
may not play if you do not have the appropriate software but it is not critical to the lesson.  
If you do not have power point in your classroom you may print out the slides and post 
them on the blackboard so the class can follow along or print them as handouts for groups 
of students (recommended). 

3. Review some information on fisheries if you need to brush up on your background 
information 

 
2nd Period (all materials for the final project are in the final project folder) 

1. Review the final project lesson and the webquest 
http://questgarden.com/45/79/3/070129002849 or 
http://205.234.97.72/45/79/3/070129002849/.   

2. Print the Fishery Information Cards.  These are in the final project folder.  There should 
be about 30 cards so some students may have more than 1 card assigned to them.   

3. Assign students to 5 different groups that will each correspond to a fishery.   
4. Print a sample roles page (from the final project folder) for yourself. 
5. Assign students roles within each group.  You need at least one fisher, one marine 

biologist, and one fishery manager per group.   
6. Print the appropriate fishery card worksheet for each student. 
7. Print a science update letter located in the final project section to go home with each 

student to encourage at home participation. 
8. Print the Norris and LaBudde story for each student as homework.  
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Procedure 
1st Period 
Review HW from lesson #4 (20 min)  
Describe your superfish! Have kids describe their fish and why they put some of the adaptations 
on the fish.  How do those adaptations help that fish to survive in that environment?  What 
happens if that environment suddenly changes (connection to fisheries impacts)?  Post some on 
wall. 
 
 
Fisheries presentation (30 min) 
This week we are going to learn about how open ocean organisms interact with people, primarily 
in the form of fisheries.  Explain how fisheries usually fit in to marine food webs.  Distinguish 
between types of fishing and a fishery.   There are homework and classroom questions to answer 
when moving through the presentation.  See the notes at the bottom of each slide when you first 
open the power point presentation for some other tips on presenting.  There are many wonderful 
links on the internet for researching fisheries if you would like to read more. See the Webquest’s 
link page for more info.   
 
 
2nd Period 
Give the students some time to discuss the presentation and ask questions.  Ask the students what 
they think about the fishery impacts from their perspective (fishermen, marine scientist, fishery 
manager).  For example: If you were a fisherman what impact would you be concerned with 
most? (15 min). 
 
Explain the final project and distribute the fishery information cards and worksheets. You may 
want to run through the webquest or explain without using the description and summary from the 
final project lesson folder (whatever is easiest). The webquest does have a good explanation of 
the final research project.  You should summarize the basic concepts of the project at a minimum 
(See final project folder). The provided fishery project outline also helps to define what is 
expected of the students for their final poster. Have students break into 5 groups of no more than 
5 students apiece.  Read the sample roles page and then break the students within each group into 
their respective roles. You’ll need at least on role per group. Marine Scientists get cards 1&2 
(What’s known about it & What’s for dinner), Fishers get cards 3&4 (Where in the world & How 
are they caught); Managers get cards 5&6 (What’s happening with the fishery & What’s the big 
deal). Explain that the students should have ample time to work on their presentation (4 class 
periods in all after this one).  You may want to schedule some computer time for the students to 
do additional web research. HOWEVER, the students should NOT rely entirely on the web for 
all their research information and certainly not for their proposed solution! 
 Students should begin to review their fishery information cards and summarizing the 
information using their fishery card worksheet.  This information should be presented to the rest 
of the students in the group during the next lesson so the entire group gets an accurate picture of 
the fishery (35 min). 
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Note: There are several handouts for the final project and it may be worthwhile to have the 
students organize the handouts in a binder or leave their assignments at school to avoid losing 
them. 
 
Assessment 
HW: 5 basic questions about fisheries and foodwebs from lesson and presentation. Read the 
Norris and LaBudde story.  Review your fishery information card and fill out your fishery card 
worksheet to present to the other students in your group.  
 
Key Concepts: (what the students should know!) 

1. What a fishery is. 
2. What are some fisheries in Hawaii and the Pacific Ocean? 
3. Why are fisheries important? 
4. What am I responsible for in the final project? 

 
Links  
(see webquest links page) 
 
 
Notes 
There are many great videos on fisheries some are listed below: 
 
Where is the catch? : Pacific fisheries in crisis [videorecording] / Greenpeace International; 
producers, Michelle Thomas, Maarten van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal; editor, Cyrille Montulet. 
 
Empty oceans, empty nets [video recording] / producer/director, Steve Cowan; written by Steve 
Cowan, Barry Schienberg; Habitat Media; KQED presentation; PBS. 
 
Fisheries [video recording]: beyond the crisis / produced by the Canadian Broadcasting 
Corporation. 
 
Fishing in the sea of greed [video recording] / direction, Anand Patwardhan. 
 
Unwanted catch [video recording] / a production of The Pew Charitable Trusts and New England 
Aquarium; production company, Northern Light Productions; produced by Marjorie L. Mooney-
Seus, Tim Lay. 
 
Tale of two fisheries [video recording] / presented by Mainewatch Institute and Island Institute; 
producer/director, David Conover. 
 
Last hunters: the cod war [video recording] 
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The Ken Norris and Sam LaBudde Story 
From the GEMS guide only one ocean copyright 2001 

 

Ken Norris! In the 1960’s and 1970’s, a marine biologist and dolphin expert named Ken Norris 

learned that hundres of thousands of dolphins were being killed each year in tuna nets. For every 

550 tons of tuna caught nearly 600 dolphins were killed.  Ken decied to use his skills as a 

scientist to find ways of catching tuna that would not kill dolphins.  He spent time onboard the 

tuna boats, observing how they operated.  He swan inside the nets to see how the dolphins 

behaved when they were trapped.  He became friends with the fishers to learn about their jobs.  

He realized that the fishers didn’t want to kill dolphins, but they didn’t know any other way to 

catch tuna, which was how they made their living. 

 

Ken discovered that by using more expensive, finer-mesh nets (nets with smaller holes), and by 

driving the fishing boats a certain way, most of the dolphins could be saved.  After the dolphins 

had been encircled and most of the net had been hauled onto the stern (back) of the ship, if the 

captain quickly reverse the ship’s engines it could drag the edge of the net under the water and 

the dolphins could swim over the top of the net.  He called this “backing down.” Ships using this 

method only killed 11 dolphins for every 550 tons of tuna caught.  Ken took this discovery to the 

United States Congress and helped to pass laws forcing captains to use this method.  Ken also 

has the idea that their should be an official “observer” on every tuna boat, to record what was 

being caught.  Many people thought Ken was a real hero because he had found a solution that 

allowed fishers to keep fishing while protecting dolphins 

 

Sam LaBudde! In the early 1980’s. stories started to appear about dolphins being killed in tuna 

nets.  What was happening? Well, foreign boats had an advantage over U.S. boats, since they 

could use quicker, cheaper fishing methods that killed more dolphins.  Many U.S. boats 

registered in other countries so they wouldn’t have to obey U.S. laws.  At the same time, there 

were rumors that on some U.S. boats the fishers locked the observers in their cabins for the entire 

trip, or threatened to hurt them if they reported what they actually saw.  Few people wanted to be 

observers, and many boats sailed without one. At the same time, to help the U.S. fishing industry 

compete with foreign countries, the president of the United States relaxed enforcement of the 

fishery laws many people had worked very hard for. More dolphins than ever were dying in the 

nets. 

 

That’s when Sam LaBudde (pronounced “LaBuddy”), a young environmental activist, decided to 

take matters into his own hands. Sam got a job onboard a foreign tuna boat to secretly record 

what was really happening when the boats fished.  Many people warned Sam that if the fishers 

found out what he was trying to do, he could be in serious danger.  He took a video camera with 

him onto the boat and told the crew that he was just taking home videos to show his family.  In 

fact, Sam recorded two hundred dolphins trapped in nets.  The captain did not use “backing 

down” and every dolphin dies.  The video Sam shot created a small revolution and helped to 

severely reduced the amount of dolphins killed.  However, thousands of dolphins are still killed 

all over the world in the hunt for tuna. 
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Name:______________ Homeroom:__________________ 

 

Classwork For Fisheries Presentation 
Answer the following questions while viewing the Fisheries PowerPoint presentation 

 

1. What is a fishery? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why are fisheries important? 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

3. What are five fishery products? 

 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

4. What are some different ways of fishing in Hawaii and around the world? 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5. What are three commercial fisheries in Hawaii? 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Homework part-1 
Answer the following questions after viewing the fisheries Powerpoint presentation 

 

1. What are the three types of fisheries? (Hint: one is to survive, one is for fun, one 

is for money) 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What are four possible major impacts of fishing? 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

3. What are two ways used to study fisheries? 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

4. How is fishing changing the ocean? (Hint: look at your answer to question # 2) 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Think of two ways you might use to improve the way we fish? (Example: Limit 

the amount of bycatch that boats can have) 

 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 
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Name:______________ Homeroom:__________________ 

 

Classwork 
Answer the following questions while viewing the Fisheries PowerPoint presentation 

 

1. What is a fishery? 

An organized effort by humans to catch fish or other aquatic species.  

___________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why are fisheries important? 

They provide a large healthy supply of food for people all over the world 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

3. What are five fishery products? 

Medicine, Food, Minerals, Fuel, Beauty Products, Fertilizer 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

4. What are some different ways of fishing in Hawaii and around the world? 

      Seining, longlining, handline, trapping, trawling, electric reel. 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5. What are three commercial fisheries in Hawaii? 

      Tuna, swordfish, bottomfish, coral, akule/opelu. 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Homework part-1 
Answer the following questions after viewing the fisheries Powerpoint presentation 

 

1. What are the three types of fisheries? (Hint: one is to survive, one is for fun, one 

is for money) 

      Subsistence, recreational, commercial. 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

2. What are four possible impacts of fishing the wrong way? 

      Overfishing, bycatch, habitat destruction, size of the fish, marine debris. 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

3. What are two ways used to study fisheries? 

      Count the amount of organisms caught, tag fish, use sonar. 

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

4. How is fishing changing the ocean? (Hint: look at your answer to question # 2) 

      Taking all the fish out of the ocean and destroying the place where they live.  

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

5. Think of two ways you might use to improve the way we fish? (Example: Limit 

the amount of bycatch that boats can have) 

      This is up to the student.   

      _____________________________________________________________________ 

 





http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://atsea.nmfs.hawaii.edu/photos/tuna1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://atsea.nmfs.hawaii.edu/photos/tuna1.htm&h=340&w=606&sz=69&tbnid=xj6Usv7nYq_NxM:&tbnh=74&tbnw=133&hl=en&start=5&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dbigeye%2Btuna%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D




http://www.nbnus.com/store/product_info.php?cPath=25&products_id=83
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http://www.starfish.govt.nz/shared-graphics-for-download/pair-trawling.jpg
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://wdfw.wa.gov/gallery/albums/album09/BlockSeine_001.jpg&imgrefurl=http://wdfw.wa.gov/gallery/view_photo.php%3Fset_albumName%3Dalbum09%26id%3DBlockSeine_001&h=912&w=1216&sz=637&tbnid=zkOmaOIaZEnteM:&tbnh=112&tbnw=150&hl=en&start=1&prev=/images%3Fq%3DCommercial%2BFishing%2B%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26sa%3DG












http://www.njscuba.net/biology/sw_fish_pelagic.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti5H9zR1-no











